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 The versioning and code auditing functionality is very powerful. With each new version, they're trying to continually improve. .
. . The newest version, TFS 2012 (formerly TFS 2010), includes a number of improvements and changes, some of which you

will find below. ## Features The following is a summary of some of the top features of TFS 2012. For more detailed
information, refer to the [Feature Highlights]( page. - **Versioning**: TFS 2012 supports branch-level versioning, which

allows you to track changes in a branch version of the code, and then merge these changes back to the "main line" (production)
branch in the version control system. - **Code Review**: This feature enables you to review the functionality of a code file

before it is committed to the code base. - **Code Testing**: This feature allows you to test code for quality prior to its release. -
**Unit Testing**: This feature allows you to perform automated unit tests on your code. This is very handy when working on
change sets or projects. - **Agile Task Planning**: This feature allows you to plan and track work on multiple stories in the
same project. TFS 2012 is also [context-sensitive]( so the "work" performed in one iteration may be very different from the

"work" performed in the next. - **CI/CD**: This feature allows you to automate your build and deployment processes,
providing high levels of consistency and repeatability throughout the build and deployment process. - **VSO/VSTS**: This

feature allows you to create a Visual Studio Online or Visual Studio Team Services account. You can then connect TFS to that
account and TFS can use the account to interact with other third party tools that use VSO or VSTS. - **Data Migration**: This
feature allows you to move projects and their associated files from one system to another. - **Work Item Types**: This feature
allows you to create work item types that can be used to track items across different projects. - **Service Fabric**: This feature

allows you to create a standalone service that you can run in its own virtual machine. 82157476af
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